Appendix B – Corporate plan – consultation feedback

Customer feedback on the Vision and key priority themes.
The consultation feedback is detailed below . We had 451 consultation responses with some
disagreeing with the proposed Vision and some agreeing with it. The comments also include the
areas that they felt could be improved or needed to be in the actions. The majority of these are
covered off in the outcomes and key activities in the proposed corporate plan but there are a few
areas that could be strengthened and so have been included in the revised version. These are
equity across the district both from a geographic point of view but also across those with
disabilities or other protected characteristics , promoting access and inclusivity for all residents
and a stronger emphasis on environment , in particular wild life and rewilding the areas of open
space. There were also some questions about deliverability of the plan and evidencing what
actions have been taken. This is covered off in the performance management framework but has
been included more robustly in the corporate plan.

People who did not agree with the vision and why
With their thoughts on what’s missing below
All I see is building of new homes and increasing traffic levels
Protection of agricultural land and green areas
Allowing too much building on countryside lutterworth east
Just the environment and not building on green land. Using brown land for developments. We
need to be planting trees and not filling the countryside with warehouses and housing estates.
Based on previous rhetoric this is unachievable and unrealistic and contradictory
Honest and openness when making decisions which affect communities
Because harborough dc are all about harborough not Lutterworth or other areas. They also
build on every piece of land possible so youâ€™re not protecting future generations and
creating well-being and health
Yes making the area safer, not just harborough town centre but other areas too
Because it does not help the average work person who ends up paying for it
Keeping the streets clean and the drains free f on obstruction to ensure everyone gets to benift
form a clean and tidy town. Ensure roads and pot holes are promptly repaired Stop building
houses when the local services like doctor's are completely over run Stop allowing road works
to be carried out on the same bit of road over and over again (eg clack hill ) do it once and once
only) Seed all wasteland with wild flower seeds to encourage wildlife and discourage it being
used as a dumping ground
Because it's words without substance, a vision is nothing without tangible outcomes linked to a
planned and published strategy to your stakeholders (us the people) not the MP or leaders of
the council
Protect rural communities! Stop blanket approvals of housing which is destroying local
communities and wellbeing. Villages are becoming the sizes of towns, Yes we need new housing,
but create them in areas that can support it, build a new eco-friendly set of villages around areas
such as Stoughton, A6 bypass areas.
Cause the current leadership have no clue, and all this just seems like its for the elderly and not
the young
Helping people that are struggling on benefits that actually need the help, also making the actual
town of market harborough more fun with more shops and less care homes
Donâ€™t see any evidence of this in Fleckney
No
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Everything has to be sustainable and only the poorer people should increase their wealth.
Resources are finite
Proper waste recycling, return of free green bins, return of waste food disposal, traffic free areas,
schools education re the climate crisis, support for farmers with the environmental land
management system, better public transport as an alternative to car travel, residents and groups
like Sustainable Harborough Community and Eco Churches, involved with HDC's CEAP vital, more
support for local businesses, proper insulation of old properties to rescue people from fuel
poverty, set up area wind farms. There is so much more. It will all help to reduce our carbon
footprints and save our children's futures.
Excessive planning and building or new houses with no focus on the already stretched
infrastructure. No support for retail outlets for example no free parking in December. Too
many short term decisions being made. No focus on sustainability or the future.
Building better infrastructure, schools, doctors, social and community needs.
Fails to protect what is good about the District
Protecting the landscape and environment from over-development.
Flimsy and 'healthy life choices' is subject to change and to whose opinion?
Transport infrastructure and sustainable travel with practical options for those needing to access
shops and amenities
How do you create a sustainable environment when Greenfield sites are being built on all the
time in the larger villages?
Providing a safe environment Safety is key for people on these times and there isn't a feeling of
safety
I donâ€™t know what any of this means or how itâ€™ll be implemented.
Cycle lanes, integrated public transport, pedestrianisation, infrastructure and community facilities
to accompany new housing.
I donâ€™t think â€˜promoting healthy lifestyle choicesâ€™ is a job for the local council. Yes
provide a good quality sports facilities and a pool is for job of council but no more.
Council must sort out the traffic congestion in the town center. It is frequently gridlocked and the
exhaust fumes created are very unhealthy for everyone. Restrict cars & lorries and create a
vibrant town center with a cafe culture, green spaces, pop up stands and street entertainment.
Market Harborough has the potential to be an amazing destination!
I dont agree
WW1 and WW2 memorials
I havenâ€™t seen enough relevant promotions or evidence of this
A safe place to be for children and young people to have freedom and become independent
Iâ€™ve never heard this and canâ€™t apply it to anything in Harborough
Community - bringing everyone together. Harborough is a commuter town, itâ€™s lost its sense of
community and thatâ€™s what makes a town. The people.
Iâ€™ve not seen anything like this over the last several years
Reducing crime ?
It doesnâ€™t mention anything about accessibly for the disabled or those with SEN
Creating a fully accessible community of services and businesses for the disabled and those with
SEN
Itâ€™s vague corporate rubbish.
Looking after the most needy in society
It's a pretend vision, it's not followed up with actions.
Thinking about people - what do children / young / old / disabled people need, how to
compensate for the pandemic's impact on mental health, how to support healthcare services
which are insufficient by now.
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Keeping communities safe, secure and happy is missing.
Safety and security. People want to enjoy their community without fear of harassment, anti social
behaviour, theft, assault. A sense of contentment and happiness is essential for a healthy
community
Market Harborough gets more attention than lutterworth
More attention to street cleaning, particularly on the estates. All cleaning appears to be in the
centre of lutterworth. Open up fielding palmer hospital as a priority. Lots of elderly in lutterworth
and this would be invaluable.
Meaningless in the real world
You job to offer them
Meaningless wafflekk
Keep emptying the bins on time
Missing vision - "Committing financial investments in local projects led by local priorities"
"Committing financial investments in local projects led by local priorities" Promoting and
supporting are very much needed and correct but they don't show any intention by HDC to
actually commit.
more focus needs to be on the environment and services. let society manage itself. let health be
managed by NHS and private practices. yes to businesses and managing the charter of our main
villages and towns.
Recycling. User pays refuse. Place ID chips on rubbish bins to be read by garbage trucks so every
bin emptied is the cost not a blanket charge.
Need affordable housing
Affordable housing
Need to get the basics right 1st - we need shops, cheaper parking etc before anything that has
been mentioned
Shops, amenities - the town centre is quickly becoming pointless
Needs to be more inclusive of WHOLE district and visibly so
To focus on the wider district, not MH
Needs to reflect improved focus on while district
Improving delivery to residents beyond market Harborough, especially in villages
No inclusion of heritage of the district
Heritage - people and places
Nothing about protecting the environment of our rural areas
Protecting the existing rural environment should be near the top of the priorities listed in question
3
Possibly resembles the vision for MH but outer lying villages seem to be forgotten about and
used as dumping grounds for travelling community sites and increasing crimes and antisocial
behaviour
Crime and anti social behaviour, the planning authority and the lack of concern from residents
about flaunted rules and the state of fear they live in due to some of the travelling community in
the local area
Promoting health & well being etc... not aware how this is done. Not really aware how any of it
is done / what is acted on by the council. I guess I need to check your website
Canâ€™t think at the moment
Promoting health and well-being is not possible when it takes weeks to get in touch with the
medical centre and getting an appointment with a medical professional is a joke.
Providing relevant infrastructure to support all the new builds and capping the number of
retirement properties as MH is becoming the new Bournemouth â€¦ â€˜the retirement capital of
the UKâ€™
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Public transport in this fragmented rural community is missing and without a much better PT
system the environment, economy are impossible to achieve.
Public transport into and out of Harborough from outlying communities, particularly late evening
(up to 24 00h)
Should include as a crucial fifth element something like â€œFostering lifelong learning to
promote personal & social development
Yes see above re an element about lifelong learning
Some aspects mutually exclusive. Sustainable and prosperous ecpmony
Yes, why ask me, on Survey Monkey if I have access to the internet?
Sustainable environment no way, highest pollution areas in UK. Leadership no visibility or
accountability. Fail to support local Parish Councils effectively, meaning double accountability
and beaucracy. Failing to support
Effective recycling, autonomy of Parish Councils and funding, greater use of s106 monies for
Community Projects
Sustainable Environment then why so many new houses, also we need more support / places
for teenagers to go in the evenings & weekends meeting places
Supporting teenagers in giving them somewhere to go in the evenings and weekends where they
can not only meet friends but get any advice & help they may need away from school. A & E
hospital department at St lukes not just a minor injury unit totally different since the Cottage
Hospital days - witnessed people being turned away. Roads lots of potholes Traffic congestion
Advertising our small town centre & Market outside of Harborough would be a big help.
The council is not living this vision. A sustainable environment cannot be created through mass
expansion of the town, it is running Market Harborough, and its infrastructure cannot cope.
No, just actually run the council to the values. Not to who pays the most. Also build the schools
you have the money for as opposed to sitting on 106 money and claiming to be skint.
The councilâ€™s vision needs to include a focus on provision of services to the people and
businesses that the council serves.
Provision of quality and afford services to meet the needs of residents and businesses in the
councilâ€™s area.
There are not enough immunities to meet the need of the ever grown population. Due to
increased house building the current facilities are stretched
The environmental impact on continued growth
There is not enough GP provision. Use some S106 money to find this.
Delivering for young people. There is far too much focus on the elderly
This is not a vision that the Council currently delivers in any way, shape or form.
Ensuring the residents feel safe in their communities.
To long, short and sweet wins the day
Nil
Too fluffy and "blah blah blah"
Traffic management, anti social behaviour, positive community spirit
Too many houses being built but no extra services such as doctors & leisure centres
Better provision for SEN education
Tory lies
Getting the tories out
Tries to do everything. Some are mutually exclusive.
Less house building, better environment. Just doing the day job, like emptying bins
Usual Council self promotion speak!
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Transport infrastructure and improving traffic flows through town centre to reduce pollution by
sorting out traffic management (lights) and town southern by-pass. Sorting out ridiculous on
street parking situation.
Vague non specific political clap trap
They are not but I had to answer the question or I was blocked from finishing the consultation
Want to see something that visibly encompasses whole HDC area
Rural nature of villages and countryside to be protected
We need to support pride in our place, rather then create it. We already have it.
Supporting educational opportunities for all ages.
What about housing
A clear strategy to develop the area in the right way, through consultation with local communities
where is safety and why is leadership ahead of health?
Safety - roads and policing
Whereâ€™s safety or reducing inequality
Community safety - making private and public spaces safe so they are used well, helping people
retain health
Why health? NHS is there to do that supposedly.
Being sparing in out use of green belt. I am aware of HMG dictat but itâ€™s bollux. Every exit of
Harbs one can see large growing housing estates. STOP! Harbs is losing its identity. Yet another
sprawl.
Why should I agree this your vision not mine.
Donâ€™t build any more housing estates! It is important to me because I like Market Harborough
as it was. Produce more green spaces. It is important to me because I would like to enjoy my town
of Market Harborough. Provide Harborough district with more swimming pools. Itâ€™s one of the
best exercises for people. Build a Waterpark like Centreparcs so we can enjoy a break thatâ€™s
not to far away. Build more bypasses. Itâ€™s important to me to get lorryâ€™s to go around
towns not through them.
Worried they donâ€™t really understand Luttetworth
Air quality, congestion and the shortage of schools / doctors etc
You decide to build massive housing developments in places where local facilities are already
over stretched and are ruining the local shops due to the high parking charges
Ensuring that the local schools have enough places to cover an influx of new pupils before
approving housing developments. I am a parent whose children should attend Lutterworth high
school in the future but may be unable to due to the building of Lutterworth east and the high
schools intake numbers decreasing.

People who did agree with the vision and why
With their thoughts on what’s missing below
Although the sense of pride and life choices are less relevant
Make sure the road infrastructure is not impacted negatively by new housing. Also that there
should be more building of council housing and affordable housing.
As long as villages donâ€™t get over populated to achieve this.
Keeping villages as villages not small towns. Looking after and listening to existing residents.
Fine words, but as ever, the devil is in the detail!
No
However, I see little evidence of this "vision" being put into practice
Developing a more integrated approach to the provision of safe cycling in Market Harborough by
working in conjunction with Leic CC
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I feel you fall short though.
Access to health care and social care
Strange question - who could actually disagree with this as a vision?
Facilities/education for young people Tackling crime
.

Other comments on new priority areas
make the schools better
Protect the district from over development - not just the â€˜prettyâ€™ villages
A safe area and environment (currently my area already is)
A sense of security, in our homes and locally around the area.
access to services for all eg safe even pavements/adequate public seats along main roads and in
shopping areas for aging population/access to public toilets/clear Road signage .
Accessibility for people with mobility problems. Exercise classes for people with mobility
problems. My husband suffers in this way and there are no classes which offer chair exercises and
there are not many things on offer to enable him to socialise. A huge deficiency.
Accessibility to all
Activities for young people
Actually allowing the younger generation to live a long life without worrying about our
generations mistakes
Addressing disadvantage within our communities to try to level the playing field.
Adequate amenities for existing population Joined up thinking for planning issues like late
licences and food premises
Affordable housing a huge issue . 1st time buyers need preference
Affordable public transport - environmental issues. Health facilities that meet the needs of the
growing population in the area . More vocational learning opportunities in Market Harborough as
many courses are in other parts of Leicestershire.
All areas of Harborough to be treated equally!
All of my questions have been answered.
Anti social behaviour
As a pensioner any help with access anywhere is good for me. I cannot climb stairs or kerbs.
Beter leisure center
Better cycling networks to encourage use of bikes for transport to work and schools, also to
encourage cycling for recreation health and well being.
Better liaison with the County Council. For example, healthy life choices and a sustainable
environment will be undeliverable unless the District Council and the County Council work
together more effectively.
Better maintenance by housing associations of garage areas etc and getting their tenants to look
after their properties so that the area is improved for everyone
Bottle recycling and fly tipping. Sustainable travel including reopening line between rugby and
Leicester
bringing a sense of security to those scared to leave the house due to fear of discrimination
Clean, litter free, streets and hedgerows
Climate change Wages not rising compared to cost of living Fields and green spaces being
destroyed for housing
clubs/activites for young people
Combating isolation
Community safety - reducing anti-social behaviour and crime. Housing - reduce homelessness and
increase housing stock for local people.
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Community safety should be a priority. I think Harborough in particular has an issue with
antisocial behaviour and not enough is done to combat this.
Controlling and preventing new housing around Market Harborough which takes farmland.
Creating a better environment for pedestrains and cycles. Giving less priority to vehicles by
providing bypass for through traffic and traffic calming measures elsewhere Town now
overloaded with traffic and must be causing health issues.
Creating a safe environment free from violence for women and girls. Restricting women's choices
from fear of violence will not help built a sustainable, thriving economy or community.
Creating an inclusive society to nurture respect and consideration for the local environment and
other people
Creating fast, regular and reliable public transport links. Integral to especially 2 & 3 above
Crime
Crime, speeding vehicles, disabled facilities and parking.
Crime. Rural, domestic & business. This area is plagued by crime & Lutterworth has no Police
Station. It even featured on a Channel 4 programme.
cycle paths, cleaner air.
Cycle ways need to be increased
Designated dog walking areas in parks. So then children aren't walking/ running through the field
and standing in dog poo if an owner has neglected to pick it up.
Ditching parish council
Dont approve the MOJ to build another prison at Gartree because :- not suitable for a rural
setting, not enough local workforce, country roads with no footpaths,cycle lanes or street lighting,
noise pollution, air pollution, light pollution, bad for existing wildlife, increase flood risk, massive
increase in traffic, a huge strain on local services NHS etc. As a long suffering neighbour of HMP
Gartree, they are the worst neighbours possible, please dont inflict another prison on local
community.
Driving carbon reduction initiatives and pushing for more funding to make them a reality. Sorting
out the environment is like repairing a roof - if we don't sort it out no amount of decorating will
make it right.
economic education
Education and opportunities for children.
Education and supporting teenagers and young adults
Education so that hopefully people get better career oppurtunities.
Enabling (or helping to provide) a safe environment to live and work. Promoting a safe place to
live and work encourages use of night time economy and of our parks and open spaces
Encouraging and supporting elderly people to participate in outdoor sport.
Encouraging residents to adopt a more sustainable/ green lifestyle
Encouraging younger people to play a greater part in the running o f the area
Engaging with the youth of the district in meaningful ways to promote respect and lawfulness
Ensure the visions listed do not conflict. E.g. expansion and construction of prisons does not
necessarily link well to environmental concerns
Ensuring crime is minimised, i.e. leaving LED streetlights on at night, extended usage of CCTV to
monitor all entry/exit points to the town
Ensuring that local communities are safe places to live, work and spend leisure time in. That the
local population has relevant and financially supported services that deter antisocial and criminal
behaviours
Ensuring that we live in a safe environment
Ensuring that we sustain a inclusive community
Environment and local businesses
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Environment. Rural development (too many new homes being built in small villages)
Equal rights
Equity and equality to ensure our town and district are inclusive for everyone.
Expand renewable energy of all applicable types, especially in our area biomass heat, biofuels,
solar building design, wind power, solar photovoltaics on all new domestic and commercial roofs
Extensive maintenance of existing infrastructure Use powers to force derelict land back into use
Facilities for teenagers so that they have a safe space to socialise
Facilities for the youth of the town
Fix the roads
Fly tipping. Council needs to make it easier to dispose of rubbish.
Focus on improving local infrastructure, deliver improved services including GPS, ensure super fast
broadband is available to all, offer better transport links to surrounding villages
Free green bins, too much garden waste is going on landfill.
Funds directed to local Town councils more appropriately
General improvement of pedestrian facilities. Pavements and footpaths need improvements
urgently.
Giving more help and support for people with dementia, my husband has this and we get no help
or support
Giving the young people of our town a sense of belonging
Good council service Effective planning policy and planning application determination
Halting the current overdevelopment. The resources of our town are being crushed and our
lifestyles are being very adversely affected.
Having a good community feel to the area
Having more available access to community facilities
Help to people in need such as homeless people and those facing the choice of heat or eat.
Helping our community
helping residents and keeping the streets tidy to make all places a welcoming place to come into
How safe it is for people
I dont have any priorities
i don't know of any more priorities that you have not stated
I think Creating a sustainable environment needs beefing up
I think it would be good if there were more things for people to do for leisure
I think it's good to build houses but Market Harborough is not big enough to expand much more,
schools, doctors are overstretched as it is and not enough parking, roads too busy.
i think you should make it equaly available to everyone
I would like a petanque court in Welland Park. I'm sure it would be well used and not too costly to
install
Improve pavements to encourage walking/running. Many pavements have to much width given to
access to driveways making walking uncomfortable
Improving connectivity for people in small communities / villages - public transport, pavements,
high speed and reliable broadband
Improving road infrastructure
Improving social care for older residents and mental health facilities
Infrastructure
Infrastructure such as schools and dentists due to the increased building around MH Already
traffic struggles on a Saturday to access supermarkets in Harborough and with increase in
population this will get worse
Keep going at promoting health and well being
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Keep street lights on at night so females feel safe to go out without walking home in the dark
Keep the bowls greens in Welland park for public use , the putting areas have long gone ( but still
advertised on park signs) the town is growing and why should we have to join a club just to have
some fun and exercise
Keeping residents safe
Keeping the bus service going regularly
Keeping young and old people safe in harborough
Listen to new ideas from the community
Long term planning focused on expanding the capacity of the town centre through pedestrianising
Adam and Eve street, improving sustainable transport services: safe (away from the road) cycle
tracks for children and mobility scooters. Replacing central car parks with housing and out of town
and investing in park and ride E-parking.
looking after kids 11 and over we dont have anything to do around lutterworth
Lots more facilities for teenagers. Cinema, bowling, indoor play areas, splash park outdoor pool
Maintaining and enhancing the architecture of the town and encouraging pedestrians, all the
nicest towns like Stamford are wonderful to walk around and MH can be the same.
Maintaining the local infrastructure to make Harborough a safe place to live
Making Harborough a more desirable location (road/ traffic problems need addressing) making
people proud to live here.
Making MH a fair place to live, and keep council tax low, Making it easy to get rid of rubbish ,
More day care for older people
Making sure everyone in our society feels included, such as adding ramps for wheelchair users;
actively enforcing equality and equity by having Pride Parades, understanding and supporting the
BLM movement in this country, ect; and more. I think this so everyone feels included in society
and feels they have a place in the Leicestershire community.
Making sure our community is clean and safe
Making sure that everyone gets equal rights because not enough people are being treated equally
Making sure that the traffic accessing our beautiful town has an alternative way around the town
centre.
Market Harborough & villages are a nice place to live but I think itâ€™s important to try to keep
the sense of identity & community with all the new comers to the town. When I moved here I
thought the Harborough Mail newspaper was great for feeling involved with the locals, people
bought it to see the jobs available but it became generic & boring when it sold out & lost its
genuine local feel. I donâ€™t want the same to happen to Harborough. Iâ€™d like to see more
investment in genuinely local stuff. I still canâ€™t believe Harborough council do so little to
support local artists & creative people who could actually give inspiration to local people. Other
councils support artists with gallery space & pre bookable time slots which brings in all kinds of
interesting & inspiring exhibitions of ideas & inspiration. This is important to me because Iâ€™m
an artist & admire the way artists work hard, finding their own flow & inspiration for wellbeing
which canâ€™t be found staring at a screen.
Mental health suppourt services are really important due to the increase in mental health
problems reported in the younger generations
Mere Lane Travelers site is a nest of crime that causes upset throughout our local area
More clubs for teens
More cost effective public transport which is safe and based on electric vehicles to reduce
pollution and support the environment.
More High Schools - my grandchildren had difficulty obtaining a local placement.
more places for older kids to go would be good
More traffic control and particularly parking facilities as Harborough is becoming a nightmare to
transverse and parking is frequently difficult
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new school buses
new school buses
New school transport
New school transport and new toilets
Not being a NIMBY
Not everything focused on M H, what about the villages
Not sure yet. Weâ€™ll see how the survey pans out
Our infrastructure and safety using it.
Our lives in the Lutterworth area are blighted by the mere lane gypsy community. They throw
stones and bricks at passing cars, terrorise the locals in the street, steal anything they take a liking
too, and force people off the roads on their bikes and cars. They ruin the local area.
Over development of town. The reason I moved here was because it was a small market town.
Unfortunately it isnâ€™t anymore due to poor council management
Paid jobs for people with learning disabilities
Parking
Parking
Playing sports and having football pitch for kids
Please can you advertise Harborough Market General hall more. Not just the foodhall. Unit
traders need advertising please.
Preserving amenities in rural areas particularly for older people who can't use own transport
promoting the community spirit of a small town
Protecting green spaces from further large developments
Protecting local ecosystems and preserving the countryside
Protecting me
Protecting the countryside and green spaces, for example, stop building on it. and stopping illegal
and unsustainable immigration.
Protecting the countryside and not building over it. Protecting our cultural and historical traditions
and not flooding these areas with immigrants.
Protecting the countryside for everyone's enjoyment.
Protecting the District's rural character and landscape. Ensuring the security and independence of
older people.
Protecting the local identity by preventing villages and the town from bleeding into each otherhousing sprawl. Making sure all new developments have open space/play areas (genuine play
areas- not a load of extra dirt creating a mound with one slide) and areas for older children and
teens to safely play/hang out, making sure local services can truly cope with an increase in
homes/residents/traffic. Make new developments take into consideration how many cars the
average home now has- they create 1 tiny parking place, then the roads are lined with extra cars,
creating issues for those using the pavements. Can we not take a page from other countries and
put car parks under the homes?
Protecting the quality of the district with effective development strategies. This is important to
prevent ill-considered development and expansion plans. Also to ensure any new build structures
are visually appealing & built to a high quality and that open space is protected and maintained.
Protecting the town from overdevelopment and overexposure to certain industries, such as, but
not limited to, prisons
Protecting wildlife and wild areas
Protection and promotion of the town centre diverse small shops & businesses
Providing a safer environment for cyclist and pedestrians. Removing on street parking in town
centre. (15 minute loading only, and blue badge)
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Providing feedback to local residents on issues that are raised by local people. Making them feel
that are part of the community they live in and sharing other residents views.
Providing more for young people to do
Providing support and opportunities across the whole of the District
Provision for older people
Provision for young people
Provision for young people services and education
Provision of Petanque courts
Provisions for all generations Information access irrespective of income/accessibility
Provisions for the young to keep them entertained in our town and not having anything which
leads to anti social behaviour
public transport should be a priority so that people don't have to use cars to come into town
Putting residents first
Reduce social isolation/loneliness, especially for vulnerable people
Reduce the number of new houses being built around the town. Reduce traffic, pollution and
congestion which is getting worse because of increased housing. Market Harborough wonâ€™t be
a Market town for much longer if thousands of new houses keep being built. Reduce the amount
of rubbish along the roads and improve the conditions of the roads.
Reducing social isolation, especially in older people
Reducing traffic - create bypass
Rewilding
Road infrastructure, building so many houses in the town and not improving the roads,
Rubbish/litter in streets Access to email an individual from the council when needed easily
Safe and policed town and surrounds to promote a safe and healthy environment.
Safe environment for all residents. Crime has escalated in village over last 10 years
Safer cycling paths
Safer cycling routes
Safety
Safety and respect for all
Safety of communityâ€™s parks and feeling safe while walking
Safety. People should feel safe in the community they choose to live.
Securing vital public transport links to secure education for our young people as secondary
provision at 6th form level lacking and all bus routes cut
Speeding traffic
Stop all the new builds
stopping littering.
Supporting businesses & residents should include access to opportunities for people to thrive
Sustainable development and transport
Tackling anti social behaviour and the drugs problems Harborough has in conjunction with the
police.
Taking care of our environment. Loving the place where we live
taking care of pollution
The environment
The environment A bypass for Harborough to ensure it maintains all the qualities quoted in the
survey and does not lose its charm and morph into just another anonymous town with a
congested, pollutive high street
The environment giving the option to have recycling bins and parks to have baby groups youth
clubs
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The priorities are very broad and as yet I am not clear what actions are planned to deliver those
priorities
The reinstatement of the X3 07.51 service from Kibworth to Market Harb.!
The town centre Christmas decorations, or should I say lack of them. The High Street is an
embarrassement. Not a priority as such, just an observation.
There is not
There seems to be no allowance for the impact of all the development locally. There is also a
strong local feeling that benefits are geared towards Harborough and not the district.
They first one in my opinion is the most important because it 8s encouraging people to do good
choices
To ensure the safety and well-being of the residents of the Borough
To foster diversity and inclusiveness.
To keep market Harborough the small historic Market town that it is and not to become a faceless
sprawling town in the way other towns are going
To make help from NHS available to all and to make mental health help more accessible.
Traffic calming, especially on school routes. High parking charges
Traffic control
Traffic is getting worse, and parking too. This is stressing and unhealthy.
Traffic, it's getting worse in the centre
Traffic, it's ridiculous, especially with all the new houses
Transport at least in my nearest village with school as a minimum. More direct faster service to
Leicester where it runs as the time and cost is why no one uses it therefore services are reduced
then lost
transport links
Transport to enable relationship growth and work opportunities
Transportâ€¦ there needs to be better links to Leicester city and MH you are forcing people to use
cars which is actually in conflict with your vision
treat the climate and ecological emergency like the emergency is actually is, not just empty
words. I have witnessed more environmental destruction in this district in the past 5 years than in
the whole of my lifetime.
Ungently enabling large numbers of natural flood management schemes across the upper
Welland catchment to reduce increasing flood risk
updating local people movements in relation to climate emergency less polluting more cycle
paths/paedestrianisation
we should look after wildlife and creatures
We urgently need to prioritise children's mental health. I work with families whereby their
children are desperately in need of mental health support however cannot access CAMHs or have
to wait on waiting lists for far too long. Please also prioritise support for families in the early years.
This is a crucial time period to get things right!
When trees are cut two or more should be replanted in its place
With the growth in housing in Harborough ensuring that there is the provision of adequate
infrastructure.
Work with local people in a creation of a town centre environment that is attractive to
pedestrians, motorists and coach travellers alike.
Yes equality
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Customers were asked to rank the 4 key priority themes in order of importance from 1 to 4.
Each customer allocating 10 points in total, with the lowest score being the highest priority. A
cumulative position of the 4 areas shows that the order of preference is;
1234-

Sustainability and Environment
Health and wellbeing
Economy and prosperity
Place and Community

Sum of Community leadership to create a sense of pride in our place
Sum of Promoting health and wellbeing and encouraging healthy life choices
Sum of Creating a sustainable environment to protect future generations
Sum of Supporting businesses and residents to deliver a prosperous local
economy
The table below shows the actual ranking numbers for each priority.

Ranking

1
2
3
4

Community
leadership
to create a
sense of
pride in
our place

Promoting
health and
wellbeing
and
encouraging
healthy life
choices

Creating a
sustainable
environment
to protect
future
generations

59
63
121
208

124
161
100
66

186
122
87
56

Supporting
businesses
and
residents
to deliver a
prosperous
local
economy
82
105
143
121

1380
1010
915
1205

